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ABSTRACT 

Wireless electricity stealing detection system victimization ZIGBEE technology gift Associate in Nursing 

economical and fewer pricey thanks to adulterate the wireless technique employed in this analysis paper. This 

wireless system is employed to beat the stealing of electricity via bypassing the energy meter and thence it 

additionally controls the revenue losses and utility of the electricity authorized agency. There’s invariably a contract 

between the buyer and therefore the provider that the buyer can pay for the electricity consumed by him. however in 

Asian nation close to concerning thirty two exploit the electricity is consumed however not procured it i.e. it's being 

taken by the buyer thence the necessity of a system arises that will overcome this stealing of electricity however 

principally the electricity is being taken via bypassing the energy meter thence this technique recognizes such kind 

of stealing of electricity. Principally this technique consists of microcontroller, energy meter and a ZIGBEE module 

to envision for the stealing of electricity so to send a message to the authorized agency that takes care of the electricity 

consumed. The wireless technique employed in this technique provides the most important blessings like low power 

consumption and additionally the low value of the ZIGBEE module. this technique may also have the benefits that 

it may also be accustomed discover the stealing of the gas, fuel and oil just by ever-changing the measure meter 

employed in this technique and excellently the stealing is detected at tables by the authorized agencies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The stealing of the electricity is that the major concern of the transmission and distribution losses within the 

offer of the electricity worldwide. principally the electricity is being taken via bypassing the energy meter thus this 

wireless system is utilizes to beat this sort of the stealing of the electricity and is extremely useful for the authorized 

agency to manage its revenue loss as all people apprehend that the value of fuel is increasing day by day thence the 

intensity of stealing the electricity and mistreatment it as a substitute is additionally increasing thus it's required 

abundant to style a system which will observe the stealing of the electricity. 

There are two types of techniques that provide information to the authorized agency to control the felony of 

the electricity via bypassing the energy meter. 

Wireless techniques: ZIGBEE technology; GSM technique; WI-FI; Infrared; Wi-max; Bluetooth. 

Wired techniques: Co-axial cable; Optical fibre; Electrical cables.  

Here this method utilizes the technique named ZIGBEE as a result of all the issues related to the wired 

techniques. There are lots of issues connected with the wired techniques like installation downside, complexness and 

price additionally matters within the case of end of the day. 

The most downside associated is regarding the agricultural areas wherever it’s extremely pretty much tough 

to put in the wired system to convey the data. The ZIGBEE module provides Associate in Nursing economical thanks 

to convey this data to the authorized official at low value as compare thereto of the GSM electronic equipment and 

additionally utilizes a cell-phone to send the message to the officers having a protracted battery life. The opposite 

wireless techniques like Bluetooth, infrared etc. are having the constraints of vary and additionally of the potency. 

The wireless system supported GSM/GPRS is renowned. However the fee is required of using GSM/GPRS network, 

and additionally the price of hardware system is extremely high. During this system ZIGBEE technology that works 

in international free waveband and access self-organization perform is tailored to unravel the matter during this 

wireless electricity stealing detection system. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

ZIGBEE Technology Overview: An IEEE 802.15.4 customary ZIGBEE is employed for information 

communications with business and client devices in free band. It’s designed around low-power consumption 

permitting the batteries to essentially last forever. Operative on 

Top of the IEEE 802.15.4 Medium Access control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) wireless commonplace 

the ZIGBEE standard provides network security and application support services. Using a collection of technologies 

it enables ascendable, self-organizing, self-healing networks which will manage varied information traffic patterns. 

ZIGBEE could be an inexpensive, low-power, wireless mesh networking std. It is having 3 types of device. 

ZIGBEE Coordinator device: 

 It is the device of ZIGBEE that starts the signal. It coordinates the signal at the transmission time during 

which signal are simply transmitted.  

 There is one and just one organizer per ZIGBEE network.  
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 This device has the distinctive responsibility network tree and may bridge to alternative networks.  

 There is specifically one ZIGBEE coordinator in every network.  

 It is ready to store data concerning the network, together with acting because the repository for security keys.  

ZIGBEE Router device: 

 It is provided the trail to the signal at the signal transmittal time.  

 A ZIGBEE is a kind logical device which can able to route messages from one node to different.  

 Routers will act as an intermediate router, passing information from different devices.  

ZIGBEE End device: 

 Routers will act as an intermediate router, passing information from different devices.  

 It will solely send and receive data for its own use.  

 An end device functions as a leaf node in a very cluster tree network.  

 Then nodes in a very star network are all end devices except for the organizer.  

 It is used for long battery life.  

 A complete mesh network wouldn’t contain any end devices, however in fellow a design might require for 

one or additional of them.  

 It is present at the end.  

 It contains only enough practically to speak to its parent node (either the organizer or a router); it cannot 

relay information from different devices.  

 It needs the small amount of memory, and so will be more cost-effective to manufacture than a ZR or ZC.  

 
ZIGBEE End device 

ZIGBEE Module: ZIGBEE is that the standards-based wireless technology designed to handle the distinctive 

desires of low-priced, low-power wireless device and management networks in only regarding any market. ZIGBEE 

is used virtually any place, is simple to establish and desires very little power to control. With many members round 

the globe, ZIGBEE uses the 2.4 GHz radio frequency to deliver a range of reliable and easy-to-use standards anyplace 

within the world. ZIGBEE may be a specification for a set of high level communication protocols victimization little, 

low-power digital radios supported the IEEE 802.15.4-2003 standard for wireless home space networks (WHANs), 

like wireless light-weight switches with lamps, electrical meters with in-home-displays, electronic equipment’s via 

short-range radio. The technology outlined by the ZIGBEE specification is meant to be less complicated and fewer 

expensive than various WPANs, like Bluetooth. ZIGBEE is aimed at radio-frequency (RF) applications that need a 

coffee rate, long battery life, and secure networking. 

 
Figure.1. ZIGBEE Module 

Different Parts and Their Functions: 

Microcontroller: 

 The PIC16F877A microcontroller is predicated on a 16-bit/32-bit ARM7TDMI S CPU with embedded high-

speed nonvolatile storage starting from thirty two K to 512 K. 

 A 128-bit wide memory interface design change 32-bit code execution at the most clock rate. 

 Due to their little size and low power consumption, LPC2148 is good for applications wherever 

miniaturisation may be a key demand. 
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 Serial communication interfaces starting from multiple UARTs, on-chip SRAM of 8 KB up to 40 KB, create 

these devices well suited to communication gateways. 

Hardware Model: 

  
Figure.2. Transmitter Figure.3. Receiver 

Current Transformer Circuitry: Current transformer (CT) is electronic device that produces alternating current 

(AC) in its secondary that is proportional to the AC in its primary. Current transformers, alongside voltage 

transformers (VTs) or potential transformers (PTs), that are designed for measuring, those are referred to as 

instrument transformers. When a current is just too high to live directly or the voltage of the circuit is just too high, 

a current electrical device may be wont to give associate isolated lower current in its secondary that is proportional 

to this within the primary circuit. The induced secondary current is the appropriate for mensuration instruments or 

process in equipment. Current transformers even have very little impact on the first circuit. Often, in equipment, the 

isolation between the first and secondary circuit is that the necessary characteristic. 

 
Figure.4. Transformer 

Current transformers are utilized in equipment and are wide used for metering and protecting relays within 

the electric power trade. We are exploitation Allegro ACS709 current detector IC chip. 

The ACS709 consists of a Hall detector microcircuit (IC) with a copper conductivity path set close to the 

surface of the chemical element die. 

Applied current flows through the copper conductivity path, and also the analog output voltage from the Hall 

detector IC linearly tracks the force field generated by the applied current. 

LCD: A liquid Display (LCD) could be a skinny, flat display device created from any variety of color or monochrome 

pixels clothed before of a lightweight supply or reflector. Every component consists of a column of liquid molecules 

suspended between two clear electrodes, and two polarizing filters, the axes of polarity of that area unit perpendicular 

to every alternative. While not the liquid crystals between them, light-weight passing through one would be blocked 

by the opposite. The liquid twists the polarization of sunshine getting into one filter to permit it to labor under the 

opposite. 

  
Figure.5. LCD Display Figure.6. Function of LCD 

 LCD stands for liquid crystal display.  

 As the output of the circuit ought to be displayed in some type or the opposite, liquid crystal display LCD 

digital show display is chosen because it will display 16 characters at a time.  

 It is additionally straightforward to interface with the microcontroller with none decoder. Therefore it’s 

higher than the seven phase show. 

Working of wireless sensor network: 

 The detector network monitors the electrical grid for such that amount of your time, which can be daily, 

monthly or yearly.  

 Thus the WTSN stores the utmost demand for every client as well as the losses.  
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 The measured information from every WCSN is send to the near TLSN.   

 The aggregative information is then sent to consequent near WTSN. So the info transfers from WCSN to the 

corresponding WTSN through TLSN.  

 The collected information is compared with the measured information by the energy meter.  

 Ordinarily these two information area unit virtually same.  

 If there's any distinction (DMC) within the collected information and therefore the measured information, 

there could also be a line fault or an influence larceny therein section. 

 Large worth of dmc indicates a line fault and little worth of dmc indicate an influence larceny. 

Advantages of proposed system: 

 The planned system provides the answer for a few of the most issues two-faced by the present Indian grid 

system, like wastage of energy, power thieving, manual request system, and line fault.  

 This technique can scale back the energy wastage and save lots of energy for future use.   

 We will sight the situation from wherever the facility is being taken that wasn't doable before.   

 Optimized use of energy. 

Circuit diagram: 

  
Figure.7. Transmitter Figure.8. Receiver 

Disadvantages/limitations: 

 If enforced on giant scale it's going to take heap of your time and manual input.  

 One major disadvantage of this project is that it's ineffective of sleuthing the precise location from wherever 

the facility is being purloined giving solely a approximation to it place.  

 Cannot confirm UN agency is stealing, however even no alternative existing system is capable of doing this. 

Practical Implementation: 

  

  

Figure.9. Transmitter 

Section 

Figure.10. Receiver 

Section 

Figure.11. Normal 

Condition 

Figure.12. Bypassing 

Condition 

Normal condition: The two of the LCD display will indicate and the meter displays that “Power Theft Not 

Detected”.  

Bypassing condition:  The resistance change is monitored by the microcontroller and the load will show the message 

that “Power Theft Detected”.  

3. RESULTS 

The results for the hardware model is given in Fig 11 and Fig 12 for normal condition and bypass condition. 

The power theft is ultimately determined whenever an unreliable usage is taking place in between the end terminals. 

And it is immediately notified to the control room where the data are monitored. Simulation circuits are verified in 

PSPICE. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

This technique reduces the serious power and revenue losses that occur as a result of power felony by the 

purchasers. By this style it is over that power felony is effectively restrained by detective work wherever the facility 

felony happens and informing the authorities. Conjointly associate degree automatic breaker could also be integrated 

to the unit thus on remotely bring to a halt the facility provide to the house or shopper UN agency tries to enjoys 

power felony. The ability of the projected system to tell or send information digitally to a distant station exploitation 

wireless link adds an outsized quantity of prospects to the approach the facility provide is controlled by the electricity 

board. This method can scale back the energy wastage and save plenty for future use. 

This wireless ZIGBEE technique primarily based system is way helpful to find the stealing of the electricity 

worldwide. To manage the revenue losses the authorized officers must find the larceny of the electricity it suggests 

that the larceny of the bypassing is that the only one over the complete world scrutiny to the opposite techniques 

wont to steal the electricity i.e. the unauthorized consumption of the electricity. This system ensures the correct 

request of the electricity consumed thus to supply the simplest thanks to forestall from the electricity larceny. The 

provision cut by this technique will solely be reset by the authorized person of the electricity authorized department 

so this technique helps to scale back the manual error and supply a wonderful thanks to find the bypassing of the 

energy meter. 
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